INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM
In this paper, we study the finite element approximation of nonlinear parabolic problems. Our aim is to obtain optimal uniform convergence for the discrete solution. As a model problem we consider the parabolic initial boundary value problem: In the above, Q is a bounded domain in Euclidian R" with sufficiently smooth boundary 3Q. Error estimâtes for quasilinear parabolic équations have been proved in various papers. J. Douglas Jr. and T. Dupont [6] have established optimal H 1 -error estimâtes and V. Thomee and L. Wahlbin [15] have shown that the nonlinearity must not fulfil a global Lipschitz condition. Optimal L 2 -error estimâtes, i. e. ||e ft || L 2 = O(/î m ), have been obtained by Wheeler [16] . However the nonlinearity treated by Wheeler in volves only u and not Vu. Optimal pointwise estimâtes have been established by Bramble, Schatz, Thomée and Wahlbin [2] in the linear case (u t = Au) and by Dobrowolski [5] in the quasilinear case treated by Wheeler for n = 2, in the genera! linear case for n^2. 
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If this norm is taken in a domain T c R" we shall write || . \\J, P ,T-I n the case j = 0 and p = 2 we will write|| . || r . Furthermore we use Ho(Q), the closure of C$(Q) in H^Q), and H J ^(Q), the space of functions with bounded generalized derivatives. Let X be a normed linear space consisting of a set of functions defined on Q. If w is a function defined on [0, T] xQ we say weZ/pQ, l^p<oo, if the norm: is finite where:
with the usual modification for p = oo.
For abbreviation, we write || . || oe instead of || . || £ « (L « } and use a summation convention.
With the above notation we state our assumptions concerning problem (P): REMARK: The m in the assumptions refers to the order of the spline space, which will be described below. (A3) is superfluous, but it allows us to give a more elegant présentation of the proof.
We shall assume that the spline space S h , 0< fc = ft 0 , of order m satisfies the foliowing conditions: (SI) S h is a finite dimensional subspace of Hj (Q). 
But ail essential difficultés arising from the nonlinearity will be preserved in problem (P). In the case:
the method of our proof works for m = 2 as weli. For the gênerai quasilinear équation, however, a much more complicated technique is used (see Frehse and Rannacher [8] for the elliptic case). 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM
The proof of the theorem is obtained by the rnethod of Dobrowolski [5] combined with a déformation technique first described by Frehse [7] , The method consists in the following.
For each re[0, 1], consider the deformed problem:
and the corresponding Galerkin-approximation: ]. In the case treated here this follows from the theory of ordinary differential équations anyhow, since the Dirichlet-form is positive definite. In the gênerai case, i. e. F £ = Fj(x, u, Vu), however this argument does not apply, but the existence of a global solution of the discrete problem follows as a by product of the déformation technique. Thus, illustrating how the proof proceeds in the gênerai case, we have chosen this more complicated method to prove global solvability of the discrete problems. For each h, we define the set S ft c= [ Obviously:
and for p^ch, c sufficiently large, it follows from (S1)-(S3) that: seR where x t is a fixed point in Q.
For abbreviation, we define the functions: Now let <p h be the approximation of a""e in the sense of (S3).
Then we have:
From (3.1) and (3.2) we obtain for the term of order m:
Estimating || V(a""e-<p ft )|| (n) analogously, we obtain:
By repladng (3.11) in (3.10), integrating from 0 to T t with accounting for ||e|| ( _ n) (0)gch m |lnfc| 1/2 , we obtain(i).
(ii) With the aid of (3.4) we get: which we have already used in the first section and by integrating from 0 to T, we have shown the lemma.
(ii) Hère we use (3.4):
-a"(e t , <y n e", f n -Again we can omit the easy estimâtes. 
Jo ! o
Proof: We define the problem: which arises from the usual parabolic équation in xe[0, T] by the transformation t(x)= T-x so that the a priori estimâtes stated in the appendix can be used. With the aid of (3.13), we have:
Jo Jn
From the approximation property in weighted norms (3.1) and from theorem A2 in the appendix, we obtain: Choosing p = ch | In h | 1/2 , c sufûciently large, and combining the above estimâtes with lemmas (3.1) (i) and (3.2) (i) we obtain lemma 3.3. it is clear that:
w(x, t)F rom:
vol. 12, n° 3, 1978 and -A(lna-2 ) = (2(n-2)|y-x 0 | we easily obtain: and and therefore:
f < J n r
Jo
Together with (A3), (A4) this complètes the proof for n^3. Denoting by y k = x k -x 0 ,7=1, 2, the components of the vector x-x 0 , x e Q, we get for n = 2:
and by the standard a priori estimate, we have: 
